
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to 

InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD 

women! 

Greg wants to influence 1 Million SWF's into becoming 

Futuristic MD women! 

inventsomething@live.com

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

850 pages moved to this web link 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

Parallels Desktop 10 for Mac Enterprise Edition.... 

5,000 MacBook Pro's sold to every Fortune 500 companies as 

they can not resist the buy with free Parallels! 

Parallels Desktop 10 for Mac Enterprise Edition... Tim Cook 

Coup on Win 9... iTunes made for Win 7 so pre-load Parallels 

Desktop 10 for Mac Enterprise Edition on all MacBook Air, 

MacBook Pro, MacBooks with built in iPhone007s that is, 

grin! Tip for Starbucks, will AppleTech's writing iApps have a 

tip jar at Apple-Starbucks stores? Ask Tim, Greg votes Yes... 

$$$$ 

5,000 MacBook Pro's sold to every Fortune 500 companies as 

they can not resist the buy with free Parallels! 

Thursday, August 21, 2014 3:46 PM
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they can not resist the buy with free Parallels! 

All Apple customers using Windows can use both... this will 

sell, sell, sell, receive a free subscription to the Parallels 

Access iOS app for up to 5,000 Macs and PCs and an 

unlimited number of iOS and Android devices. 

8-21-14 Calculate 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine in its first year! 

8-21-14 Calculate Navy Fighter Jets + $ Trillion dollar JFK 

Super Carrier Fleet is more irrelevant by the day 

8-21-14 Calculate 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine in its first year! 

8-21-14 Calculate Navy Fighter Jets + $ Trillion dollar JFK 

Super Carrier Fleet is more irrelevant by the day. 

8-21-14 Calculate 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine in its first year! 

8-21-14 Calculate MD's working 24/7... in a Legal 

Polygamous Marriage Brainstorming 1,001 Nobels! 8-21-14 

ADDITIONS... 

8-21-14 ADDITIONS... to yesterday's laser guided sidewalks... 

8-21-14 Los Alamos Gives $1 Trillion in Super Computers, to 

the New England Journal of Medicine! MD's 

8-21-14 Los Alamos Gives $1 Trillion in Super Computers, to 

the New England Journal of Medicine! MD's 
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the New England Journal of Medicine! MD's 

8-21-14 Los Alamos Gives $1 Trillion in Super Computers, to 

the New England Journal of Medicine! MD's 

8-21-14 Calculate the diagnosis verdict applied to 15 billion 

people on Earth. 

8-21-14 Calculate the number of people misdiagnosis if NEJM 

MD's don't get $1 Trillion in Super Computers! 

8-21-14 Los Alamos Gives $1 Trillion in Super Computers, to 

Greg + 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat. Yes Greg and all 4 MD wives 

will work 24/7 on a Rx Overnight Miracle Godsent cure for 

Breast Cancer!! 

8-21-14 Calculate 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine in its first year! 

8-21-14 Calculate 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine in its first year! 

Endophthalmitis will be 1 Nobel in 1 year 

8-21-14 Calculate MD's working 24/7 on iApp's with links to 

click on to get started to InventSomething! Dr. Nancy would 

say; if it works put it in the water. NASA would say H @ -254 is 

laser guided High Tech. 

What is the diagnosis, its A+ and 1st one done with the exam 

gets the diagnosis right the 1st time! 

8-21-14 Calculate New England Journal of Medicine MD's 

give "Doctors Orders" for people with cancer like Apple's Steve 

Jobs! 
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Jobs! 

8-21-14 Calculate did Steve Jobs have the right to refuse the 

treatment 100,001 MD's orders? 

8-21-14 Calculate did Steve Jobs have the right to refuse the 

treatment 100,001 MD's orders? 

8-21-14 Calculate that when Los Alamos Gives $1 Trillion in 

Super Computers, to the New England Journal of Medicine! 

The Doctor's Treatment Surgery Orders must be followed. 

Remember 100,001 MD's ordered this treatment surgery not 

just 1 MD, but 100,001 MD with all of Los Alamos $1 Trillion 

in IBM Super computers. 

8-21-14 Calculate Los Alamos Gives $1 Trillion in Super 

Computers, to the "computing platform" of courses and 

certificates throughout the county vs John Padget gives 

$100K... vs $1 Trillion! John Padget was superintendent of 

schools when "All" the kids in Key West Schools failed the 

Reading, Writing, Math National Testing. Listen to this, 

Kura Hulanda Foundation, a private organization 

supported by Padget and Dekker. Padget went on. "This year 

they are offering courses enabling students to earn the 

Microsoft certificate MICRO069, and become a Microsoft 

Office Specialist. This grant will reward each of the first 50 

students to get their certificate with a check for $500. The 

next 50 students will receive $400 each, then 50 at $300 

each, 50 at $200 each and 50 at $100 each. We're looking to 

write checks totaling $75,000 to 250 middle and high school 

students, as soon as they pass the test." Microsoft Office cost 

$700 on your notebook and another $700 for your desktop... 

this is hurting society more than being a high tech Office! 

Microsoft Office Fails as to many patients die from the high 
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Microsoft Office Fails as to many patients die from the high 

cost of this cancer Bill + Melinda Spread. 

8-21-14 Calculate Padget went on. "This year they are 

offering courses enabling students to earn the Microsoft 

certificate MICRO069, and become a Microsoft Office 

Specialist. 

8-21-14 Calculate Apple-Starbucks AppleTech's in Store 

writing the MD an iApp before she finished her coffee and 

just in time for her new iApp for some numb nut dictators 

Frontal Lobe, grin! 

8-21-14 Calculate the number of Student Inventions with 

Microsoft certificate MICRO069, and become a Microsoft 

Office Specialist. 

8-21-14 Calculate Apple-Starbucks AppleTech's in Store 

writing Invention Projects iApps and all Apple MacBookAir + 

Pro come with pre-loaded 1,001 Invention Projects with links 

to get you started inventing even in Paradise Lost Key West. 

Apple-Office is high tech laser guided with $1 Trillion in 

AppleTech's on their way to the Apple-Starbucks Stores!! Will 

Tim Cook allow any of them to work 24/7? 
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8-21-14 Calculate Paradise Regained via Apple-Starbucks 

AppleTech's in Store writing iApps and IP's 

8-21-14 Calculate our 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators staying 

with Microsoft Office Specialists when Apple-Starbucks Techs 

write 1,001 IP (Invention Projects) Hell Bill + Melinda still 

today refuse to issue the Win 8.2 fix. Bill + Melinda Gates are 

mass murderers of 100 million student inventors who are 

now homeless in Key West waiting got GM to call them to the 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort assembly line which also works 

24/7. Windows 9 next month, September. 

8-21-14 Calculate 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine in its first year! 

8-21-14 Calculate Navy Fighter Jets + $ Trillion dollar JFK 

Super Carrier Fleet is more irrelevant by the day 

8-21-14 Calculate 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine in its first year! 

8-21-14 Calculate Navy Fighter Jets + $ Trillion dollar JFK 

Super Carrier Fleet is more irrelevant by the day. 

8-21-14 Calculate 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine in its first year! 

8-21-14 Calculate the number of people misdiagnosis if NEJM 

MD's don't get $1 Trillion in Super Computers! 

8-21-14 Calculate... After reviewing studies on preventing the 

spread of MRSA in hospitals over the past decade, the authors 

argue that although various approaches to tackle MRSA 

have been examined, most of the research has looked at 

bundles of control measures, and we don't yet know which 

individual components work best, or whether some of them 
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individual components work best, or whether some of them 

could be omitted without increasing transmission. Gerd 

Fätkenheuer, study co-author and Professor of Infectious 

Diseases at the University Hospital Cologne in Germany and 

President of the German Society of Infectious Diseases 

explains, "In the haste to do something against the rising 

tide of MRSA infection, measures were adopted that seemed 

plausible but were not properly assessed, bundling the 

effective and harmless with the ineffective and harmful. We 

know, for example, that isolating patients can result in 

anxiety and depression and fewer visits by doctors and 

nurses." 

8-21-14 Calculate the number of people misdiagnosis if NEJM 

MD's don't get $1 Trillion in Super Computers! 

8-21-14 Calculate the number of people getting MRSA's Today 

from their MD's or Nurse. And above the Med Professors don't 

know what works the best because they don't have a Los 

Alamos. If the Med Professors used Los Alamos to crunch their 

MRSA's they could cut the deaths "Today" by sending all 

Hospitals this procedure that works best... this 1984 II society 

is crazy! Nuke then all let God sort it out! 

8-21-14 Calculate MD's working 24/7 on iApp's with links to 

click on to get started to InventSomething! Dr. Nancy would 

say; if it works put it in the water. NASA would say H @ -254 is 

laser guided High Tech. 

What is the diagnosis, its A+ and 1st one done with the exam 

gets the diagnosis. 

8-21-14 Calculate... Sugar tax on drinks may reduce obesity, 

saves 100 lives of Obesity in 10 years. 

8-21-14 Calculate Sugar Formula crunched at Los Alamos, 

Scientist dissect the sugar molecule to make it harmless with 

$1 Trillion in IBM Super Computers... tax this in your frontal 

lobe you Numb Nuts Dictator! 
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8-21-14 Calculate... Sugar tax on drinks may reduce obesity, 

saves 100 lives of Obesity in 10 years. 

8-21-14 Calculate... The most common cause of 

endophthalmitis, a potentially blinding condition that can 

occur after eye trauma, eye surgery, and eye injections, are 

the well-known staphylococci ("staph") and streptococci 

("strep") bacterial strains, according to a study published in 

the August issue of Ophthalmology and based on a review of 

25 years of cases at New York Eye and Ear Infirmary of Mount 

Sinai (NYEE). The new study found that gram-positive 

bacteria, which include staph and strep infections, 

accounted for 95 percent of endophthalmitis cases. The 

findings could lead to better, faster treatment with 

antibiotics known to fight these targeted bacterial strains. 

8-21-14 Calculate 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine in its first year! 

Endophthalmitis will be 1 Nobel in 1 year! 

8-21-14 Calculate Navy Fighter Jets + $ Trillion dollar JFK 
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8-21-14 Calculate Navy Fighter Jets + $ Trillion dollar JFK 

Super Carrier Fleet is more irrelevant by the day. 

8-21-14 Calculate 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine in its first year! 

The most common cause of endophthalmitis, a potentially 

blinding condition that can occur after eye trauma, eye 

surgery, and eye injections, are the well-known staphylococci 

("staph") and streptococci ("strep") bacterial strains, 

according to a study published in the August issue of 

Ophthalmology and based on a review of 25 years of cases at 

New York Eye and Ear Infirmary of Mount Sinai (NYEE). 

The new study found that gram-positive bacteria, which 

include staph and strep infections, accounted for 95 percent 

of endophthalmitis cases. The findings could lead to better, 

faster treatment with antibiotics known to fight these 

targeted bacterial strains. 

"Endophthalmitis remains one of the most devastating 

complications faced by patients, and the most challenging 

for ophthalmologists to treat," said lead study author 

Ronald C. Gentile, MD, Professor of Ophthalmology, Icahn 

School of Medicine at Mount Sinai and Chief, Ocular 

Trauma Service at NYEE. "Accurate diagnosis and 

appropriate and timely treatment are required to prevent 

irreversible vision loss. To be effective, treatment for 
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irreversible vision loss. To be effective, treatment for 

endophthalmitis must begin immediately and often before 

the infecting organism has been identified. Thus, knowing 

ahead of time the spectrum of microorganisms causing the 

infection and the antibiotics that work best against them is 

critical. This is especially true in the era of superbugs and 

multi-resistant microorganisms." 

The research team conducted a review of microbiologic 

records of all endophthalmitis cases at NYEE from 1987 -

2011. They were especially interested in identifying changes 

in the pathogens causing the condition over time to 

determine whether microorganisms causing 

endophthalmitis were becoming resistant to frontline 

therapies. 

Working with a total of 988 microbes, they found no major 

change in the types of organisms causing endophthalmitis. 

The most common cause was bacteria (95 percent) with 

most, 85 percent, being gram-positive bacteria. 

The most prevalent type of gram-positive bacteria found was 

coagulase-negative staphylococcus, making up about 40 

percent of the cases. This was followed by Streptococcus 

viridans (12 percent) and Staphylococcus aureus (11 

percent). Gram-negative organisms, which can be resistant 

to most available antibiotics, accounted for about 10 

percent of cases and fungi for the remaining five percent. 
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After reviewing these cases, Dr. Gentile and his colleagues 

were reassured to find that over 99 percent of cases that were 

caused by the gram-positive forms of bacteria were treatable 

with the most commonly used antibiotic therapy, 

vancomycin. Of the cases caused by potentially antibiotic-

resistant strains of bacteria, 92 percent of cases were able to 

be treated with another common therapy, ceftazidime. 

However, in the review, they also found an increasing 

resistance of the bacteria to many first generation 

antibiotics, such as methicillin, and first, second and third 

generation cephalosporins. 

"We noted that in endophthalmitis cases caused by staph 

aureus, resistance to methicillin increased from 18 percent 

in the late 1980s to just over 50 percent this past decade," 

said Dr. Gentile. "This is consistent with what other 

physicians have found throughout the United States with 

methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) causing 

severe skin and soft-tissue infections." 

In addition to discovering an increasing bacterial 

resistance against certain commonly used antibiotics, the 

research team also found a trend towards decreasing 

microbial resistance against classes of antibiotics used less 

often in recent decades, including two forms in a class 

known as aminoglycosides. This finding was especially 
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known as aminoglycosides. This finding was especially 

interesting since prior studies beginning in the 1980s across 

different medical specialties had noted an increasing 

resistance to these antibiotics. 

Gentile said that since antibiotic resistance is a natural 

process in which bacteria evolve, the new research provides 

evidence that intentionally using an antibiotic less 

frequently for a while, a concept called antibiotic 

restriction, could help to combat the problem of antibiotic 

resistance. "While we know that new antibiotics are needed 

to keep up with resistant bacteria, antibiotic restriction or 

cycling of antibiotics may be one option in combating 

microbial resistance." 

These findings are especially important since antimicrobial 

resistance is one of the most serious health threats reported 

by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). 

The research team notes that doctors and patients can play 

a role in decreasing antibiotic resistance by using 

antibiotics judiciously and through research that identifies 

the most effective antibiotics for specific conditions such as 

endophthalmitis. 
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Parallels Desktop 10 for Mac Enterprise Edition.... 

Parallels Desktop 10 for Mac Enterprise Edition... Tim Cook 

Coup on Win 9... iTunes made for Win 7 so pre-load Parallels 

Desktop 10 for Mac Enterprise Edition on all MacBook Air, 

MacBook Pro, MacBooks with built in iPhone007s that is, 

grin! Tip for Starbucks, will AppleTech's writing iApps have a 

tip jar at Apple-Starbucks stores? Ask Tim, Greg votes Yes... 

$$$$ 

For developers and IT professionals, Parallels Desktop 10 for 

Mac Enterprise Edition brings a number of useful tools 

including support for 16 virtual CPUs and 64GB of RAM per 

virtual machine, nested virtualization for Linux guests and 

drag-and-drop in OS X guests. 

Great for development, design, and IT pros: 

•Create linked clones of your virtual machine 

•Support for Vagrant Provider 

•Support for 16 virtual CPU and 64 GB RAM per virtual 

machine 

•Nested virtualization for Linux guests 

•Create a virtual machine from VHD and VMDK disks 

•Drag and drop in OS X guests 

•Download 90-day trials Internet Explorer virtual machines 

for testing 

Existing users of Parallels Desktop 8 and 9 can upgrade to 

Parallels Desktop 10 today for $49.99. New customers can 

purchase the full product on Aug. 26 for $79.99, while a 

student edition will also be available for $39.99. Pricing for 

Parallels Desktop 10 Enterprise Edition is available on the 

Parallels website. 

All customers receive a free three-month subscription to the 
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All customers receive a free three-month subscription to the 

Parallels Access iOS app for up to five Macs and PCs and an 

unlimited number of iOS and Android devices. 

8-20-14 "STATE-OF-THE-ARTS HIGH TECH... 4 MD Wives Coup 

D'Etat "Star Travel MD's" Star Trek HQ 1984 III Safe for kids 

to bike on President Roosevelt high tech laser guided 

sidewalks! Greg saw his first car wreck on the New Roosevelt 

Road this am. Turning left into the new Publix. Last wreck I 

saw was a car turning left into the old Publix! Our Numb 

Nuts 1984 II Top Brass will not put a new light there. The old 

Publix has a stop light now. Numb Nuts George Orwell will let 

Greg put in a new stop light at the New Publix when he 

makes contact, not until so avoid making a left turn and 

don't drive out of Publix and make a left... unless you have a 

"Death Wish" really stupid criminals built this New Roosevelt 

Blvd. 

8-20-14 "STATE-OF-THE-ARTS HIGH TECH... $777 Trillion will 

buy you state of the arts high tech kids bicycles!! Navy JFK 

Carrier lost this 1 invention to say the least, last bike wreck 

on Earth news! Not yet. 

8-20-14 "STATE-OF-THE-ARTS HIGH TECH... $777 Trillion will 

buy you "Double Deck Bike Path" suiting a Roosevelt who 

needed a Rx Cure this is it, Over Pass and double deck 

sidewalks no cross walks were you have to cross 5 lanes! 

Stupid Criminals! 

8-20-14 "STATE-OF-THE-ARTS HIGH TECH... $777 Trillion will 

buy you what... laser guided sidewalks + streets. 

8-20-14 "STATE-OF-THE-ARTS HIGH TECH... $777 Trillion will 

buy you "Cross Walk OverPass Over All The Traffic" now you 

can see what the Navy stole from your kids and Seniors, grin. 

8-20-14 "STATE-OF-THE-ARTS HIGH TECH... $777 Trillion will 

buy you "Before + After" women like the picture below of Fay 

Dunaway... 
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8-20-14 "STATE-OF-THE-ARTS HIGH TECH... $777 Trillion will 

buy you what... #1,001 UVA sunscreen. 

8-20-14 "STATE-OF-THE-ARTS HIGH TECH... $777 Trillion is 4 

purring pussycats to fall in love with Brain Storming Newest 

State of the Arts. ElectricWindmillAlfa Romero laser guided 

speaker + mic on the dash cam. 

8-20-14 "STATE-OF-THE-ARTS HIGH TECH... $777 Trillion will 

buy you what... Car Breathalyzer's - Drug Tests from air in 

the car. 

8-20-14 "STATE-OF-THE-ARTS HIGH TECH... 4 MD Wives Coup 

D'Etat. Sexy Alfa Romeo is a purring pussycat to fall in love 

with. ElectricWindmillAlfa Romero laser guided speaker + 

mic on the dash cam. Call the other side of the Universe or 

car in front of you. What will state of the arts high tech be 

when Fighter Jets and Coast Guard state of the arts high tech 

$ 777 Trillion is transferred to Kids biking on sidewalks. I 

remember by first bike wreck at 218 Glen Hills Road... I rear 

ended a parked car when looking back. Tell me your first 

bike wreck on a sidewalk then we will brainstorm some high 

tech Fighter $777 Trillion dollar Jet Techs to prevent this 

accident. 

8-20-14 "STATE-OF-THE-ARTS HIGH TECH... City Manager Jim 

Scholl: Bike riders safer on sidewalks - Bicyclists have every 

right to take up one of the newly paved outer lanes to travel 

the state's $41.5 million reconstruction of North Roosevelt 

Boulevard, but City Manager Jim Scholl doesn't... 

recommend it because our "STATE-OF-THE-ARTS" 

8-20-14 "STATE-OF-THE-ARTS HIGH TECH... City Manager Jim 

Scholl: Bike riders safer on sidewalks as "STATE-OF-THE-ARTS" 

high tech laser guided technology on sidewalks + roadways 

even if your name is Roosevelt has been stifled and 

suppressed by the 1984 II numb nuts dictators! For state of 

the arts Fighter Jets + Coast Guard Cutters etc. 
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8-20-14 "STATE-OF-THE-ARTS HIGH TECH... Ten years of 

building State of the Arts Coast Guard Cutters... killed 1,001 

kids biking on sidewalks! 

8-20-14 "STATE-OF-THE-ARTS HIGH TECH... Ten years of 

building State of the Navy Fighter Jets... killed 1,001 kids 

biking on sidewalks! 

8-20-14 "STATE-OF-THE-ARTS HIGH TECH... $777 Trillion in 

state of the arts high tech for humanity! 

8-20-14 "STATE-OF-THE-ARTS HIGH TECH... 4 MD Wives Coup 

D'Etat "Star Travel MD's" Star Trek HQ safe for kids to bike on 

President Roosevelt high tech laser guided sidewalks! 

8-20-14 "STATE-OF-THE-ARTS HIGH TECH... $777 Trillion will 

buy you what... 

8-20-14 "STATE-OF-THE-ARTS HIGH TECH... Always wear U.V.-

protective sunglasses. But what about Monroe County's 8,000 

school children. BY TERRY SCHMIDA Citizen Staff 

tschmida@keysnews.com School Board member Robin Smith-

Martin brought the issue up at the Aug. 12 workshop, and 

found a receptive audience among both his colleagues and 

Superintendent Mark Porter. # 1,001 SUV sunscreen by Greg + 

4 MD wives. Higher Tech Sun Glasses invented too. #1,001 Sun 

Screen invention is not brought up at Pentagon HQ! grin! 

8-20-14 "STATE-OF-THE-ARTS HIGH TECH... Here is one for 

Apple, what $777 trillion will buy for state of the arts high 

tech iPad. While tablets and smartphones have been 

revolutionizing many aspects of medicine, it’s been awfully 

hard to safely bring electronics into operating rooms 

(Nursing Home Rooms) for sterile use. Now a new product 

called eShield has been FDA approved that will let you use 

small electronics inside sterile environments. Produced by 

Whitney Medical Solutions, the eShield covers are made out 

of polyethylene that allows to maintain touch capabilities of 

modern screens. The company even claims that it works with 
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modern screens. The company even claims that it works with 

surgical gloves 

8-20-14 "STATE-OF-THE-ARTS HIGH TECH... 

8-19-14 Pope Francis could have LEAKED "Super Air Bags on 

the Outside of cars + trucks" when Pope John Paul was made 

Pope... God will have fun sorting out this one!!! State of the 

arts Coast Guard Cutters Hell, by now State of the Arts Super 

Air Bags on the Outside of Cars + Trucks would be Amazing! 

8-19-14 BUENOS AIRES, Argentina - Three relatives of Pope 

Francis died and a fourth was in critical condition Tuesday 

after a car crash on a provincial highway in Argentina, the 

Vatican and a local police official said. Pope’s nephew 

Emanuel Horacio Bergoglio is 35 years old and is currently 

being treated for serious injuries he suffered in the accident. 

His wife Valeria Carmona who was 36 years old and their 

two little children, José of 8 months and Antonio of 2, did 

not survive the impact. 

8-19-14 Coast Guard Sector Key West Deputy Cmdr. John 

Reed. "we're excited about these new cutters, public pride in 

knowing that their tax dollars are being put to good use in 

the development of state-of-the-art systems used in service to 

our nation. 

8-19-14 Ten Ways Google Has Innovated Since Its IPO Ten 

Years Ago... 

8-19-14 Ten Years of State of the Arts "Super Air Bags on the 

Outside" of Cars + Trucks 

8-19-14 Ten years of building State of the Arts Coast Guard 

Cutters... Guard - Mass Murder suppressing super air bags on 

the outside. Email this to Cmdr. Reed. 

8-19-14 "New Manhattan Project at Los Alamos to Cure 

Breast Cancer" Every Nuke Supercomputer at Los Alamos will 
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Breast Cancer" Every Nuke Supercomputer at Los Alamos will 

be working 24/7 when this projects gets the OK from our 1984 

II Societies Top Brass. 

8-19-14 "Despite sanctions relief, Iran aids Hamas with 

missile technology" by Guy Taylor, Maggie Ybarra The 

Washington Times. 

8-19-14 "Despite 2014 Model Nukes are finished ready to go... 

Los Alamos will not aid 150,000 women with breast cancer 

today. by Guy Taylor, Maggie Ybarra The Washington Times. 

8-19-14 Obama claims victory in Iraq, but holds fast to No 

Victory in Race for the Cure is not his fault! 

8-19-14 "Despite Holocaust II Poison Gas Exhaust the 

National Guard Troops Fail to Quell Unrest in Ferguson New 

York Times. 

8-19-14 "Quell Buell" $777 Trillion in $4 gas revenues wasted 

on MIT state of the arts War Toys when this same amount of 

money would have built 101 Los Alamos Manhattan Projects 

each with $1 trillion in IBM Super Computers... 1984 II Top 

Brass... who are these "War Criminals?" 

8-19-14 "FAA's new air traffic control system unstable, less 

capable than old system" by Kellan Howell The Washington 

Times. Howell should be writing the Rx Cure for Cancer's and 

Diseases that kill 1 million in 2014 are not undercontrol by 

our 1984 II Top Brass who build fleets of Coast Guard Cutters 
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our 1984 II Top Brass who build fleets of Coast Guard Cutters 

in Key West and JFK Super Carriers for Boston. Less Capable is 

the 1984 II Top Brass! Hell if it works put it in the water. 

8-19-14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or 

against... Coast Guard Cutters "FEEDING THE FISH" 

It's a "War Crime" to stifle Greg + 4 MD Wives in Key West from 

Brainstorimg 24/7 a Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast 

Cancer... Today! War Crimes by Los Alamos not 

brainstorming 24/7 on $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM 

Supercomputers at Los Alamos!Coast Guard Sector Key West 

Deputy

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/> 
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